FUELLING THE FUTURE OF MEDIA EDUCATION

VISHWA SAMVAD EDUCATION FOUNDATION
Education is an ultimate weapon to transform this world. VSEF - Vishwa Samvad Education Foundation stands by this adage and aspires to uplift every brain that craves for knowledge and wants to be nurtured for a brighter future. Established in the year 2007 with a concrete objective of fostering fresh thinking and innovation, VSEF today manifests the glorious decade of excellence in the field of media education with NIMCJ. We at VSEF, have a motive to revolutionize the way higher education is provided to young minds with our unique approach of nurturing creativity and embracing technology. And to realize that motive our succeeding step is to create a nextgen institute for media education by paving the stone for our very ambitious project NIMCaR.

We strive to convert mirrors into not windows but golden doors of opportunities with exceptional education and making it available to each and every individual who is hungry for knowledge.

VSEF pursues excellence in spreading awareness and making knowledge & learning accessible to form a nurturing community.
A remarkable decade of different milestones in imparting media education. VSEF takes pride in being able to create a niche for itself and making NIMCJ one of the topnotch media institutes in Ahmedabad.
Honored by the award of "Excellence in Placements" by the government of Gujarat on the prestigious stage of Grand Education Fair of 2018. Making every step count with the growth of our institute.

From left to right: VSEF Managing Trustee Pradip Jain, Education Minister Shri Bhupendrasinh Chudasama, Chief Minister Shri Vijay Rupani and Director of NIMCJ Dr. Shirish Kashikar

Our students placed in different prominent media houses

With their innovative ideas, students of NIMCJ are creating a spark through building startups
NIMCJ is now progressing to have not just a name change but an absolute advancement with its ambitious expansion plan. **National Institute of Media Communication and Research (NIMCaR)** offers the fundamental education for every budding media enthusiast feeding their creativity and enhancing it for a better tomorrow with substantial aggregation of basic academics in media and research. This expansion mission of building a unique establishment encompassing best media professionals, consultants from different genres and well qualified academicians is spearheaded by the core management team of VSEF.

**Mission**

NIMCaR’s first priorities are its students, their learning and their path towards success. We foster the diverse educational, economical and cultural needs of the student by providing opportunities for life-long learning.

Enhancing the knowledge imparting and sharing with:

- International symposiums and seminars
- International University tie ups
- National media museum
- Conducting research

**Vision**

We envision becoming the institute providing qualitative concrete media education in India. NIMCaR stands by the philosophy of constructing an environment conducive to students, where research and facts are the only base for every minutest discussion.
PROPOSED COURSES

BACHELOR OF JOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION (3 YEARS)

Ph.D. PROGRAMMES AND FELLOWSHIPS IN MEDIA RESEARCH

PGDM PROGRAMMES

ADVERTISING & PR
VIDEOGRAPHY/CINEMATOGRAPHY
DIGITAL FILM-MAKING
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
MASS COMMUNICATION & JOURNALISM
BROADCAST MEDIA (TV+RADIO)
ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY
EDITING & SOUND TECHNOLOGY
PHOTOGRAPHY
VISUAL COMMUNICATION

MASTER OF JOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION (2 YEARS)

PROPOSED PLAN

PROPOSED CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

● PRODIGIOUS CAMPUS AREA: 5 ACRES (2.21 LAKH SQ. FT OF AREA)
● LUSH GREEN CAMPUS
● AMPHITHEATRE
● CUTTING EDGE INFRASTRUCTURE
● WELL-EQUIPPED STUDIO HARNESSED WITH LATEST DEVICES
● HOSTEL FACILITIES
● WORLD CLASS AUDITORIUM
● AFFILIATED WITH GUJARAT UNIVERSITY
● CANTEEN
● MEDIA RESEARCH CENTRE
● EXCLUSIVE VIP QUARTERS
● MEDIA MUSEUM
To steer the implementation of this glorious project a National Advisory Council has been formed. The council members comprises of renowned media professionals, mentors and academicians.
VSEF TRUSTEES

Mr. Pradip Jain
Managing Trustee VSEF, Leading Tax Consultant, Ahmedabad

Dr. Bharat Patel
Dental Surgeon & Secretary of "Sarva Vidyalaya Kelavani Mandal", Gandhinagar

Mr. Haresh Thakkar
Leading Businessman in Chemical Industry, Ahmedabad

Mr. Ashwin Shah
Leading Businessman in Rubber Industry, Ahmedabad

Mr. Kailash Saraf
Owner of Saraf Dye Chem. Industries, Ahmedabad

Mr. Brijesh Chinai
Leading Architect & Director at BRIC Design Group, Mumbai

Mr. Hasmukh Patel
Chairman & Director Ramdev Foods Private Ltd.

Mr. Sunil Mehta
Educationist & Curriculum Revision Co-ordinator at GTU, Anand
PROPOSED PLAN

First Floor - Public Relation/ Advertising and Digital Communication Faculties (Red)

Drop Off Point

Auditorium

Guestrooms/ Admin quarter

Boys Hostel

Playground

Girls Hostel

Playground

Main Gate

Security Quarter

Parking

Admin

Ground Floor - Print Media and Electronic Media Faculties (White)

AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT
The generosity of our investors and donors would be recognized with high quality perpetual engraved plaques.

COME; JOIN HANDS TO REVOLUTIONIZE TOMORROW

12, MAYUR CHAMBERS, 
OPP. GANDHIGRAM RAILWAY STATION, 
ELLISBRIDGE, 
AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT

9924286666   info@vsefindia.org
079 26589302   www.vsefindia.org